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PREFACE
 
DIRECTOR OF EXTENSION EDUCATION 

GUARAT AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY 
Ahmedabad - 380 004 

It is indeed a matter ofgreat pleasure to leam that the Society ofExtens ion 
Education, Gujarat in collaboration ofGujarat Agricultural University is organising 
a Seminar on "Transfer of Agricultural Technology in 21 sl Century" at 
Gujarat Agricultural University, Navsari Campus, Navsari on i 27th February' 
20~ . 

The theme of the seminar is quite relevant in the present cotext. The 
topic chosen for the seminar is ofgreat importance and relevant and will provide 
and apportunity to extension educationists ofGujarat as well as other states for 
upgrading the transfer oftechnology in their field. 

I express my deep sensse of gratitude to Dr. R. B. Patel, Organising 
secretary and Professor of Extension Education for taking the sole responsibility 
of orf!.l~ising the seminar at Navsari. 

I also express my deep sense of gratitude to Dr. M. H. Mehta, Vice 
Chancellor, Gujarat Agricultural University for giving permission to organise 
the seminar in collaboration with Gujarat Agricultural University. 

I must appreciate the help rendered by Dr. K. F. Patel, Shri N. V. Soni 
Dr. H. U. Vyas and Dr. J. G. Patel for preparation of this souvenir and their 
services at press. I am also thankful to all the mem bers ClfExtension Education 
discipline ofNavasari zone in making this seminar success. 

I also ta~e this opportunity to heartily thank to all who extended their 
helping hands and expressed their wishes. I cannot forget contributors ofpapers, 

donors and all those who worked hardin making this seminar success. 

Ahmedabad B. T. Patel 
17th November 2002 President 
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KRUSHIMANTRA : A DECISION SUPPORT
 
PRECISION FARMING 

Prof. Sanjay Chaudhary I and Dr. Ashok A. Pate12 

Quite a large number of farm technologies are generated by SAUs, 
which are useful to the farmers. Persistently, except few technologies 
including mainly some good crop cultivars, not many technologies have 
reached to the farms. The reason may be many including non-availability of 
right type of information when it is needed. Further the complexity of agro
climatic and fanning conditions obstructs the fanner to take precise decision 
at the right time. Most of Indian fanners are the, owners of small sized farms 
and locations of various farms are geographical distributed, no particular 
technological package can be applicable in such conditions. Farmers make 
decisions on the basis of information of farms owned him/her, past history 
of crops cultivated, agro-climatic conditions, availability of agro-inputs, 

economical condition, market prices, etc. Because of lack of availability of 
proper information and farmer's depleted capability to become innovative. 
in considering various issues related to farming; he is lagging behind in 
adopting new technologies. Most of such farmers are trying to sustain their 
income levels, but are unable to do so because of uncertainty of various 
factors governing a successful farming. An attempt has been made to develop 
KrushiMantra; a computer based decision support system for farming that 
can help such farmers for taking correct decision. 
Objectives ofKrnshiMantra : 

"KrushiMantra" a computer based decision support system for 
precision farming is developed to achieve following objectives: 
*	 To help farmer in planning various farming activities right from 

purchase of agro-inputs and its rates, cultivating a crop, till handling, 
grading and marketing offarm produce. 

*	 To help individual farmer for planning about this farming including 
conduct of various agronomic practices keeping long term sustainbility 
of the farm. 

1. Asso. Prof. DA-IICT, Gabdhinagar. 
2. Asso. dir. of Ext. Edn.Cyber Extension call, DEE, GAU, Gandhinagar 
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* To provide authentic infom1ation about farming based on the research 
and experiments carried out by agriculural scientists and progressive 
farmers. 

* To guide a farmer to maintain as well as improve his economical 
condition, by making him profession in the thinking and planning 
process. 

* To work as a building block to develop and implement the concept of 
'precision Farming' among farmers. 

Current scenario 
Most of the villages of the Gujarat state will be covered with a 

network of fiber optic cables, as many companies like BSNL, GSWAN, 
Reliance Infocom, Tata Telephony, Bharati Telecom have already started 
the work of laying down the optical fiber cables. Tenet research group, 
lead by prof. Ashok Jhunjunwala, lIT, Chennai has developed and 
implemented a successful model to provide telephone and internet 
connectivity in rural areas of Tamil Nadu state. More than info kiosks are 
already operational on basis ofmodel supported by n-Logue communications. 
The basic backbone to support applications for the users like farmers in 
the rural areas will be a reality very soon; Even in the district of 
panchmahals-Gujarat, few info kiosks in rural areas are already helping 
villagers to access information. On the basis of a backbone support 
provided by communication technology, information technology can 
provide various types of solutions or applications, which are not thought 
of so far for the rural areas of India in vernacular language. The 
Government of India has already started a program of agri-clinics and 
agro-service centers, which will also provide services of info kiosks in 
rural areas. 
Methodology 

After collectiong various queries and requirements of farmers 
regarding farming including crop production information system, and 
attempt is made to develop a decision support system, which ultimately 
will lead to evolve and imPlement the concept 'Precision Fanning'. Gujarat 
Agricultural University and Dhirubhai Ambani Institute of fnformation 
and Communication Technology are working onjoin-coIlaborative project 
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·to develop ICT applications for agriculture. We are working to 
develop 'KrushiMantra'. 

We have developed a prototype of 'KrushiMantra: a decision 
support system for precision farming'. which will help farmers in taking 
dicisions for precision farming. The operational version for farmers will 
be ready within six months. 

Farmer of Gujarat state can retrieve various types of information 
about crop, variety, production system, markets and prices. Such 
information will help a farmer to take certain decision on his own. 
KrushiMantra 

With the help of KrushiMantra, a farmer in a village will be able to 
take decisions about precision farming. For this, farmer needs to upload 
following information: 
*	 Location and geographic information about his/her farms 
*	 Soil properties of a farm, which is required to be upgraded at least 

every three years. 
*	 Information about cultivation practices followed by a-farmer in his/ 

her particular farm. Such information will be required for the system 
to take correct decision, based on past farming activities. Hence, this 
information should be uploaded at least on weekly ba?is during a 
crop season. 

*	 Availablility of owned as well as rental agro-inputs, farm implements 
and finance. 

*	 Surplus of farm products available for sale in market. 
KrushiMantra on a server located at a central location will use this 

information to help a farmer in advance planning as wIl as making dicisions 
about various farming activities for input purchase, to cultivate a crop and 
also for marketing. 

Farmer will login to the system with the help of info kiosk, or a 
personal computer via internet and will retrieve necessary information. 
Setup of info kiosk 

Info kiosk in a village can have following setup: 
*	 One telephone line to provide a facility for STD PCO and one 

telephone line to provide a support for internet connectivity or a optical 
3 



fiber cable based connectivity can be provided to support both type of 
functionalities. 

'" Personal Computer based on Pentiun 4 
* Linux operating system 
'" Laser printer or ink-jet printer 
*	 Digital camera or web camera 
*	 Scanner 
* . Multi-lingual software to provide the support for Indian languages 
.;, DVD read drive 
':: UPS with a four hour battery backup 

Later on touch screen based functionality can be added to help 
farmers to retrieve specific information easily. . 
Components of a server 

At a central location a server will run having following components: 
*	 Multiple CPUs based RISC server, based on linux operating system 
*	 Database server - Object Relational Database server 
*	 Application server representing application logic 
*	 Web server to support requests from clients located in remote areas 
*	 Date warehousing and data mining 
*	 Expert engine to provide a support for a decision support system .. 
Projected benefits 
1.	 Gap between potential and actual productivity of a crop or farming is 

wide. With the help of KrushiMantra, a farmer would be able to take 
precise decision about fanning and will not only produce more and 
earn more profit but his farming will be more sustainable. 

2.	 The KrushiMantra will help the farmer in saving time and rupees in 
the process of purchase of inputs. 

3.	 The KrushiMantra will help the farmer in saving time and in making 
additional earnings in the process of marketing of farm produce. 

The cultivation of earth is the most important 
labour of man. When tillage begins other arts 

, follow. The farmers are therefore the founders 
of civilization. 

-- Daniel Webster 
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ROLE OF FARM MAGAZINES
 
IN 21 st CENTURY
 

Dr. B. 1. Patel I N. V. Soni 2 R. A. Dabhi 3 

Knowledge will be the power in the 21 5t century and it could be only 
possible through use of print media like farm magazines for peasantry.. Print 

.media or a,ny literature is considered as' an unique doccuments for ever, It can. 
be even up-dated and reflected as and when it may require. 

Among various print media, farm magazine being published at an regular 
internal pertained latest agricultural technology and recommendations which is the 
best one most reliable source to the peasantry. Whatever the technology and 
recommendations are converted and simplified only through fann magazines in 
such a local Jangauage which makes them mo're popular for the practical 
utilization. 

Increase in the production is the final goal of any technology which 
could be only possible through printed media. Day by day. literacy rate is 
increasing in rural area which also reflects on increasing the number of its 
readers. As per survey conducted during 1999 to 2002, the dissemination of 
daily newspapers increase at 20 per cent whereas the literacy rate increase 
only 13 per cent It means the rate ofnewspaper growth is more than the litercy 
rate. This is important thing for the human resource development. In last two 
years the numbers of print media readers are increased from 16.3 to 18 crore. 
Even today, 24.8 crore people do not read the daily newspapers. Eventhrogh 
this data is not satisfactory for our country. 

On the 1.st April 1952, 6762 daily newspapers, weeklies and other 
periodicals were publishirng in our country and at present 52000 newspapers 
periodicals in roo languages and dialects with all sort ofmanagements ranging 
from individuals to trust are published. Previonsly a few number of regularly 
published farm magazines wre under circulation. Today nearly 250 farm 
magazines are publishing in India for fanning community. Among them, about' 
18 fann magazines are published in Gujarati lauguage. Moreover, other 30 
magazines are also partly covered the agricultural articles in their content. 

l'il"ow, it is high time tothink seriously regarding changing ofoutlook and 
formate of farm magazines for disseminating the latest technica Iknowhow at 
grass root level of peasantry because our 65.11 per cent population is residing in 

1. Dir. ofExt. Edn., GA U, Ahmedabad. 
2. Co-Editor, 'Krushigovidya', Publication Dept; GAU, Anand' 
3. Editor, 'Krushigovidya', Publication Dept; GAU, Anand 
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18242vi lIage s of Gujarat state. Following points should be given due weightage 
for transfer ofagricultur al technology in 21 51 century through farm magazinges : 
(1)	 Use simple and easy language for proper understanding. 
(2)	 Use direct dialect in articles 
(3)	 Give abstract of each article 
(4)	 Give all details ofthe author (like address, telephone, fax, e-mail, etc.) for
 

direct contact \vith the readers.
 
(5)	 Include successive experiences of the farmers, su.ccess stories, case
 

stt!dies, question-answers etc.
 
(6)	 Cover other areas related with agriculture like social organization, rural
 

reformation, rural structure and system etc.
 
(7)	 Publish feedback, need-based, problem solving and client oriented articles. 
(8)	 Publish those articles which will vast useful to the farming community. 
(9)	 Include information regarding value addition, economics and current
 

marketing situation in the aI1icles.
 
(10)	 Give photograph and figures in the article for easy understanding. 
(11)	 Include articles on future challanges like energy crisis, water crisis, 

environmental pollution, hi-tech, bio-tech etc. 
(12)	 Misguided articles should not be published. 

Now, it is prime time to circulate the farm magazines at grass root level 
to provide the modern technology on farmers field. " KRUSHIGOVIDYA" IS 

the oldest monthly farm magazine being regularly published by the Gujarat 
Agricultural University from Anand since 1948. It's circulation was initially 
only 500 which is gone up to 1450 in the year 1972 3900 in the year 1992 and is 
increase at present about 10,000 copies. Eventhough with the increasing rate of 
population and literacy, the similar situation ofcirculation is also observed with 
other farm magazines. Hius for making the prosperous future of farming 
community coopertive, collaborative and joint efforts should be employed for 
wider circulation offann magazines. The some important suggestions for wider 
circulation offarm magazines are given below: 
(1)	 Put the farm magazines on internet so that niaximum numbers of readers 

can utilize it. 
(2)	 Publicise the title ofarticles as highlights ofthe fann magazines on various 

media like newspapers, radio, television, GAU setellite Krushi-Gosthi 
programme, website etc. 

(3)	 Collaborate and cooperate with other interested fann magazines and newspapers 
for dissemination and exchange ofagricultural infonnation and articles for the 
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benefit ofpeasantry. 
(4)	 All the fann magazines should available in all the libraries. 
(5)	 The government should proide subsidy in subsiption rate. 
(6)	 All the extention workers should be enrolled as a member of farm 

magazines. 
(7)	 The government should provide subsidy to minimize the printing cost of 

.the farm magazines. 
. (8)	 Every village level workers should be given target to enroll at least 100 

members of farm magazines in a year. 
(9)	 The farmers should be motivated to read the farm magazines through 

various farmers' training centres. 
(l0)	 Rural social organ (sations like village panchayat, cooperative dairies and 

allied institutes should be the subcribers offann megazines.. 
(11)	 Fann magazines should be available at cheper rate for fanning community. 
(12)	 Rural social organisations should use their funds for subscritption offann 

magazines. 

,---------------------,
 
I Literature must voice the past, reflect : 

the present and mould the future. Inspired : 
language, Tejomayivak wiH help readers to : 
develop to human and liberal outlook on : 
life, to understand the world in which they : 
live, to understand themselves and plan : 
sensibly for their future. : 

---Dr. S. Radhakrishnan : 

,~-----------~--------~
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ROLE OF MASS MEDIA IN DISSEMINATING
 
AGRICULURAL TECHNOLOGY
 

Dr. A. S. Sheikh 1 Dr. B. T. Patel 2 Dr. K. A. Thakkar 3 

Present age is the age ofScience & Techn'ology and we need an effective 
communication mediato transfer the technology to the farmers field. So far, 
mass media have emerged as the best mass communication avenue throughout 
the world. 

India is the 7th larger country in'the world in terms ofarea. It's share in 
land resources is only 2% but it sustains 18% !iud 15% ofthe global human and 
livestock population. Agriculture is the most important industry which contributes 
·32% to the G.O.P. After 55 years of independence about 64% Indian population 
still depend on agriculture. 

In India, it is very difficult to contact each and every - farmers in limited 
time. The individual contact method cannot disseminate agricultural infonna
tion speedily to the smallest person residing in the comer ofthe country. So far, 
only 25 -30 % technoloigies have reached to the farmers field. Speedily devel
opment of agricultural is vital for the progress of our country. This is possible 
only ifthere is sound communication strategy which would effectively and quickly 
disseminatethe latest technology to the farming community. 

Mass media like, television, radio, print material and cyber extension would 
. be helpful to enchance the adoption of latest technologies to increase and sus

tain both quantity and quality production and also will benefit the rural educated 
unemployed youth struggling for jobs, so that problem ofunemploymentcould 
be minimized. 

Mass media promises to satisfy the needs of the day in India. where 
increasingly more and more number farmers are getting interested to know 
what to do, when to do, where to do and how to do with respect of fast chang
ing agriculture technology. Thus to sustain self-sufficiency in food it is essential 
the that farming society become the most wired society. 

1. Asstt. Res Scientist, Pulse Research Station, GAO, S. K. Nagar. 
2. Dir. of Ext. Edn. GAU, Ahmedabad. 
3. Asso. Dir. ofExt.Edn, (Zone), GAU, S.KNagar. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE 
TRANSFER OFAGRICULTURAJ 

TECHNOLOGY 

Dr. N. B. Chauhan 1 and Dr. M. R. Bhatt 2 

The population ofindia has already been crossed 102 billion last years. 
This alanningly increasing population is putting great pressure of the food grain' 
production ofthe country. 

Our country achieved an marvelous success in food grain production in 
recent year started with abare 51 million tonnes in 1951-52 and reached 208 
minion tonnes in 2002; It is estimated that India would need to produce an 
additional 50 minion tonnes of food grain by 20 lOAD to f~ed its anticipated 
population in that year. This is a major challenge not only for policy makers but 
more directly to agricultural scientists and extension workers also: On analyzing 
the crop production data of previous years, it can be easily to be understood 

. that average yield of almost all the crops are far below as compared to the 
actual yield potential. The main reason behind this is the low ado'ption ofnew 
technology by the fanners. 

Keeping the above fact in mind, it is top importance to transfer available 
technology to the fanners. Transfer of technology is a crucial prerequisite for 
widespread and sustainable agricultural development. 

Transfer of technology (TOT) 
Transfer oftechnology is the spreading oftechnology from one pl'ace to 

another and transfer ofagriculture technology is the dessemination ofagriculture 
technology from research station fo farmers's field. 
. Technology may be defined as a whole mass ofknowledge and experience 

relating to a products or process., 

Classification of technology 
(1) Biological Technology: includes cropping systems; rainfed fanning 

systems, intercropping practices and mixed farming. 
(2) Chemical technology : includes chemical fertilizers, herbicides, 

1. Asso. Professor, Ext. Edn. Deptt., BACA, GAU, Anand. 
2. Agri. officer, EEl, GAU, Anand 
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fungicides, honnones, herbicides and growth regulators. 
(3) Mechanical technology : includes tractor and tractor drawn 

implements, improved drills, power sprayers/duster, machines and threshers. 
(4) Emerging technology : include IPM, INM, scientific water 

technology, integrated post harvest technology, energy efficient farm machinery 
and equipments, soil health care on system basis and other plant and animal 
based technologies. 
Another type of classification of agricultural technology 
(1) In the physical sense agril. technology is generally of three types 

1. Output increasing technology -e.g. improved seed 
2. Factor saving technology -e.g. improved machine 
3. Factor using technology -e.g. improved fertilizer formula 

(2) In the financial sense agri. technology is of four types 
1. High cost 2. Medium cost 3. Low cost 4. No cost 

The effectiveness of10T is greatly influenced by the extent offunctional
 
linkages between [I'1d ~lInong four systems:
 

(A) Resear~h system : takes care the production of technology. Its 
output becomes the input oftechnology utilization system. Aprocess offeedback 
should operate at all levels. Structurally this system consists ofAgricultUl:al 
Universities, Research Institutes, Centers of ICAR and other organizations, 
which create new knowledge and innovations through applied research. 

(B) Extension system : It comprises change agents, extension 
personnel belonging to Goverment and Non Governmental agencies who act as 
link between reserch and client system. The extension system establishes direct 
contact with farmers in person, in-group or through indirect media like 
newspapers, magazines, leaflets, radio, television etc. 

(C) Client system: It is the technology utilization system consists of 
ultimate users oftechonology. This term tefers to farmers of all categories. 

. (D) Support system: It provides requides input and manages agricultural 
output. It consists of Government as well as private agencies, dealing with 
credit and input supplies such as Cooperatives, Banks, Agro industries etc. and 
those agencies dealing with processing and marketing and private agencies. 

Characteristics of good technology 
An innovation is an idea, practice or object perceived as new by individual. 

The speed oftransfer ofnew technology or the adoption ofnew idea is depending 
partly on the characteristics and nature ofthe technology. Certain farm practices 
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have natural characteristics, which speed their rate of adoption; other types 
may have retarding factors: 

1. Cost: New technologies that are high in cost generally tend to adopt 
more slowly. The farmers may adopt less costly idea as it involves less risk. 

2. Complexity: The new idea that are relatively simple to understand 
and use will generally be accepted more quickly than more complex e.g., seed 
treatment, mushroom cultivation. 

3. Visibility: New technology will generally be adopted more quickly if 
it is visible. e.g., effect ofnitrogen fertilizer. 

4. Compatibility: New technology will be adopted more quickly if it is 
friendly with fanner's attitude, ability, interest and past experience. 

5. Utility : If a new practice is viewed as m~or improvement over 
existing method it is likely to adopt rapidly. 

6. Group action: Some technologies require group adoption other may 
be accepted on an entirely individual basis e.g., control of locust. 

7. Profitability: Some ideas or technologies are more profitable which 
tend to fast adoption. 

8. Special advantageous: Some ideas have special advantage e.g., 
early variety in rainfed condition will be adopted very fast. 

9. Availability: Easily available technology will be adopted very fast. 
e.g., seed as compare to tissue culture seedling. 

Suggestions to improve transfer of technology 
Though there is an incensement in per capita availability offood grain in 

India, there is no surety offilling the number ofempty stomachs multiplied in 
the new millennium.Unless we concentrate our efforts in this area, the shortage 
of the food is likely to be one of the greatest problem in the years to come. To 
achieve best result from the agriculture, Indian farmers will have to make best 
use ofavailable modem high production oriented agricultural technologies. It is 
said that out ofavailable technologies with research system; only thirty per cent 
have been transferred or reached up to the client system. It is therefore some 
suggestions have been made here in exiting system of TOT to accelerate rate 
ofadoption ofagriacultural technology. 

1. Appointment of AgriCultural graduate in each village 
In the present system of TOT through T& V System, the technology 

dissemination activities ofeach village are assigned to agriculral diploma holder 
village level workers. To a certain extent the extension worker can assist farmers 
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in resolving problems but in case ofcritical problems such as devastating diseases, 
pest attack etc. they might not be able to solve such kind ofproblems due to the 
lack ofstrong theoretical background and practical exposure. It may affect the 
credibility of whole system to the farmers. so it would be better to appoint 
Agricultural Graduates as Agricultural Officers at the village level or the 
Panchayat level. They can easily solve mQst ofthe field problem:s with the help 
oftheir stomgtheoretical and practical exposure and experience. Such concept 
has been successfully adopted in.the state like Kerala. 

Advantages 
I. Agricultural graduates are able to solve most ofthe field problems and
 

they can also provide proper guidance to the farmers in each and every crop
 
production activities. This helps to improve the credibility ofthe Whole system
 
in front of the farmers.
 

2. Agricultural graduates are well trained for the effective interaction 
with farming community. So they can easily make good contacts and5tring . 
relationship with farming community. 

3. Agricultural graduates are able to formulate various projects or
 
programmes specific for a prarticular area with farmers' participation.
 

4. Agricultural graduates will be able to conduct various clas-ses-,and 
training programmes for the farmers to make them to help themselves to solve. 
various field problems. .. 

5. This helps a lot to create newjob opportUnities for agncultural graduates: 

2. Satellite Krushi Gosthi should be made available at village level 
.Satellite Krushi Gosthi is an interactive live telecast programme with 

one-way video and two-way audio linkages. It enables the farmers sitting in the 
receiving station of a remote area of the state to clarify their doubts and to 
interact with the scientists sitting in the central studio at Gandhinagar. The limiting 
factor of exiting. system is that very few numbers of receiving centers are 
established all over state. To establish receiving center, facilities like television, 
dish antennae and telephone connection are needed. Thus, in rural areas also it 
is possible to start such kind of receiving centers, with the help of cooperative 
societies or Gram Parichayats or farmer's organizations. Soit is suggested that 
such kind of reception centers should be established not only In the villages of 
the Gujarat but in the villages ofother states also. . 

Advantages 
I. It is a new approach in agricultural communication. So it creates a' 
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center of attention and provides new experience to the farmers to collect the
 
information.
 

2. It makes possible the two-way communication between the fanners
 
and scientists sitting in two different places.
 

3. Ifsystem is made available at village level it helps to save the time and
 
money of the farmers to meet the specialist for the solution of a particular
 
problem.
 

4. It helps the farmers in the remote areas to get specialist's advice on
 
various field problems.
 
3. Need to bring improvement in agriculture related programmes of mass 
media 
Television channels like Door Darshn (DD) and Etv are telec\lsting agriculture 
related programmes everyday but due to unavailability ofTV sets with farmers, 
non suitability oftimings and unavailability oflocation specific or region specific 

.p.rogrammes, farming community are not getting real advantage out of these 
programmes. As a result of this some (lhanges are required in the present 
system. 
Suggestions 

I. Government, cooperative s0cieties or various organizations IikeNGOs 
working in the village area shouldtake initiatives to provide TV set and VCRs 
in each village to watch and record programme related to comcemed crop or 
specific operation of the area. 

2. Agriculture related programmes should be telecasted at the most 
convenient time of farmers and .the frequency of the programme should be at 
least twice in a day. 

3. Development of video library regarding the crops and pracitces 
concerning area would be very helpful to the farmers. 

4. Sometimes, one-way video and two-way audio live programmes should 
be organized like Satellite Krushi Gosthi to establish direct contact of farmers 
with sCientists. Because ofavailability of telephone facility with many farmers 
ofvillage area, they can ask direct questions to the person or agricultural scientists 
delivering programme on television. Now.a days such kind ofTV programmes 
are being telecasted frequently on sports and election For radio also such kind 
oftwo-way programmes should be organized. 

5. More progrlimmes on successful farmers should be made for TV, 
radio and printmedia. 
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6. All the newspapers should publish special weekly addition on agriculture. 
7. Villagers are also viewing different channel in their TV through cables . If 

information regarding agricultural practices is given on astrips through cables, people 
can get intersting information on agriculture while watching entertaining programmes. 

8. FM radio. (Like Radio Mirchi) for agriculture suppose to be established
 
through which agricultural information can be given with various kinds of
 
entertainment programmes for twenty-four hours. Such type of special TV
 
channel on agriculture can be also started.
 

9. Well-trained agricultural graduates should be given responsibility of
 
production ofagricultural programmes for various mass media.
 

4. Adopt simplicity in naming, the technology 
Usually the agricultural chemicals like pesticides; fungicides and
 

herbicides are bearing very complex and lengthy names. These names are very
 
difficult to understand and remember for fanners. So it would be better to give
 
simple and common names to these chemicals, so that can easily remember
 
them. These simple and familiar nam~s may also encourage the sales. Similarly
 
most ofthe varieties available from various universities and research stations
 
are bearing difficult technical names. Ifthese varieties were provided familiar
 
names like names of mountains, rivers, etc. it would help the farmers to easily
 
recall and use.
 

5. Practtcability of new technology to adopt 
The recommendations for nutrients are made in terms of amount of 

Nitrogen, Phosphorus or Potassium per hector of land for differant crops but 
there is no specific chemical fertilizer available through which all the nutrients 
can be made available as per the recommended dose to particular crop. It is 
very difficult for a farmer to make out the nutrient content of fertilizer and 
caculate the requirement for his own land. Availablity ofspecific fertilizer for a 
specific crop as per the recommendation ofvarious nutrients per hectare basis 
helps farmers to adopt fertilizers easily on their fields. Fretilizer can also be 
made available in form ofcapsule or pouch for a particular tree or per specific 
crop and area basis. It makes the field application easier. Such type ofcapsules 
or pouches ofchemicals ofpesticides as per the recommendations can also be 
made available for the control of various pest, insects or weeds.· 

6. Improve peoples' participation in various extension programmes 
From finding out specific problems, its solution, planning, implementation 

to evaluation of the programme, peope!s' participation must be encouraged to 
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carry out extension programmes successfully. Implementation ofthe programme
 
must be from bottom to top level.
 
7. Linkages of SAUs with other agricultural developmental agencies 

Thereshould be agood linkage between agricultural universities and various 
goverment, non-government, cooperatives and input supply organizations. These 
agencies have very good contactwith the farming community. Many farmers adopt 
various ferti Iizers, pesticides and fungicides on the basis ofguidance given by these 
agencies. So it is desirable to provide periodical training to the persons ofthe various 
input supply agencies. In most ofthe input supply agencies, inexperienced persons 
are dealing with chemicals and recommending various remedial measures also. So 
the license of the pesticides, fungicides dealership should be given to agricultural 
graduates only. It helps the farmers to receive better service and advice. 
8. SAUs should have input supply' units 

It is desirable that fertilizers, insecticides, fungicides, seed materials should 
be made available at each center of state agriculural universities. For this, 
collaboration from different cooperative, government and non-government 
agencies should betaken. It facilitates the farmers to have quality input material 
from reliable sources. 
9. Combination and modification of extension methods 

Nowadays many modem types of equipments like computer and 
interactive television programmes are being used for dissemination ofagricultural 
technologies. But most of the old aged farmers like traditional methods like 
puppet show, street plays, folksongs etc., while younger generations like modem 
devices such as television, computers etc. The combination ofthese two methods 
helps to attract a wide range of audience from older to younger people. For 
example telecasting of drama, puppet show and folksongs ets, related to 
technology dissemination attracts both elder and younger farmers. 
10. Availability of rural agricultllrallibraries 

Many magazines and journals are availble in urban areas, but agricultural 
publications are rarely available in rural areas. So, the establishment of rural 
libraries for agricultural publications is obligatory for the literate framers in 
rural area. In addition to this audiovisual marerials like audio/video cassettes 
and CDs should be made/available on new technology to the farmers on rental 
basis trough rural agricultural library. 
11.	 Internet facilities at village level 

The farmers from villages can have adirect access to modem technological 
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if eve/}' village is connected with internet facilities. The farmers from villages 
can have a direct contactto modern technological advancements through such 
facility and can share their knowledge with the farmers of other village and 
countries. This will have positive impact on faster dissemination ofagricultural 
technologies. Young educated farmers can be trained and their services can be 
utilised for this purpose. In Orissa, the KVK has started Information Centre 
where internet and other required facilities have been installed carefully. 

12. Use of local resources available 
Old farmers are rich sources of indigenous technology. But in modern 

days and age, farmers have not awareness regarding the importance of this 
technology. So extension worker should accumulate such knowledge from the 
old aged farmers, transfer it to the younger farmers and motivate them to use 
locally available indigenous technologies like botanical pesticides, insecticides, 
fertilizers etc. Extension functionaries for youqg farmers should also arrange 

. field visits ofthe fields of those farmers who have successfully adopted modern 
or indigenous technologies. 
13. Establishment of farm clinics and. service centers in villages 

Service centers help the farmers to get good services and quality inputs 
from their villages. Nowadays most of the agricultural inputs are available in 
town areas only. Farm clinic helps farmers to solve their field problems at low 
cost. Agricultural graduate can be deputed and given responsibility to run such 
clinic and service as suggested earlier. 
14. New role of vaoluntary organizations 

These organizations should give up their traditional outlook and should 
play the role of marketer and service providers to maintain machineries like 
pumps, power tillers, sprayers and low cost farm implements. Instead ofdoing 
only extension work they should do something to solve the problem ofmarketing 
ofagriculural products. They can also help farmers to educate and adopt value 
addition process in agriculral products for getting higher prices. 
15. Encouragement to private extension service 

Private extension service provides job oppertunities to unemployed 
agriculral graduates. For them it is one ofthe best fields to start self-employment 
ventures. To encourage such service, Government should provide some financial 
help to agricultural graduates at the initial stage so that unemployed agricultural 
graduate can be motivated towards such kind ofactivities. 
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AGRIENTREPRENEURSHIP THROUGH 
AGRI CLINICS AND AGRIBUSINESS 
CENTERS FOR QUANTUM CHANGE 

Dr. S. K. Waghmare* 

Basics 
(l)	 During 21 st century only agriculture and Agri-based industries will 

flourish. This will demand continuous quality ofextension services to 
fanning community. 

(2)	 During present past public extension system has become less effective, 
while private extension services are becoming more popular. They must 
serve as supplementary and complementary to each other. In this context 
quality extension consultancy will be continuous in demand. 

(3)	 Extension focus has been shifted from increasing production to market 
led extension and value added extension. More so with the introduction 
orWTO, the farmers need knowledge in latest technology on precise 
farming and right marketing. 

(4)	 There is extension gap between production ofagricultural grauduates 
and their employment in public and plivate sectors. There is big reservoir 
oftrained personnel to be taped to play their role in.nation building to 

enhance production and productivity in the country. 
Agri clinics and agri business centers (AC & AB Cs) scheme 

In light ofthis context, MOA, Govt. ofIndia has launched AC & AB 
centres scheme for selfemployment by ventures for agriculture graduates 
with the support from SFAC, NABARD & MANAGE to utilize untapped 
reserVoir oftrained personnel to play their contribution in nation building. 

The MANAGE has established AC & AB centers to train students to 
this task in cooperation with SAUslNGOs and leAR etc. throughout the 
country. The participants ofthis training course will be provided with two 
months training in upgradationoftechnology and business slcills. 

This training will be ofthree phases. First phase will be ofexposure to 
technology and core areas for one month. Second phase will be oftwo weeks 
for market survey and third phase will be of writing report on identified 
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enterprises useful in rural areas. The participants will be provided with free 
lodging and boarding and study materials. Thus, training module and 
methodology envisage to exposure oftecnology, managements and business 
skills and techique by sharing experiences with entrepreneurs engaged in 
agriculture and agri based industries by specific field visits. 

It is hoped that participants traine'd during training preriod will be 
empowered with full modern scientific knowledge and management and
 
business skills to take up selfemployed enterperises of interested areas to
 

. advise the fatmers on latest technology in affordable price around the clock
 
effectively and speedily. They will also serve as mobile experts to be utilized
 
by farming community to improve their farming by value addition and quality
 
and open eye on global market to reap better market opportunities by suitable
 
adoption ofeco-freindly biotechnology. 
Expectations 

As such the agri clinic & agri business centers operated by the fully 
updated scientific trained personnel for innovative tasks not only transfer 
technolongy but also transform from poor village to prosper and modernize 
village which will also serve as the 'ROLE MODELS' for the entire farming 
community in the country to modernize and improve farming for prosperity 
and th~reby goverment ofIndia rightly launched the right step in right direction 
to tap natural resources to alleviate poverty and unemployement among 
educated masses ofrural areas. 

Science gives us knowledge 
but only philosophy can give us 
wisdom. 

--- Will Durant 
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TECHNOLOGY AND GENDER DIVIDE 
Dr.H.U.Vyas I, Dr.K.F.Patel 2, S.J.PateI 3 

Both men and women perfonn substantial roles in the fanning systems. 
But the role contribution ofwomen remain largely invisible and are rarely 
accounted, and valued. Planned efforts ofagricultural development largely 
remain gender insensitive; as they are male oriented and male dominated. 
The process oftechnology development and transfer usually overlook the 
gender roles and create dismal gender impacts. The design ofthe faIm machine, 
paddy transplanter as male operatable illustrates how the gender insensitivity 
will deny social justice to the traditional actors ofthe particularfarm operation 
ofmanual transplanting, the farm women laboures. The technology here tuned 
not to be gender neutral. This pinpoint the crucial fact that a sustainable 
technology development in agriculture cannot be done without its social 
context. 

In rural areas, households are both producas and consumers which 
within the context of available technology and i'~source, manage to find 
necessary inputs to ensure food security aIld welfare ends. Women do play 
roles in these households as farmers, co-farmers, labourers and entrepreneurs 
in addition to the primary role ofhousehold management. But the process of 
technology development and transfer in the farming sector ften contexts. As 
scientists perceive farmers still as male alone, they are not fail to consider 
women's work as valuable and researchable. Hence rarely the women 
operated works and their workload are targeted in technology development 
process. Technological innovaions have been made in the activies typically 
perfonned by the men whereas human labour and traditional technique continue 
to be used in most day to day activities performed by women both outside 
and outside the home. The value women add to family welfare is taken for 
granted and drudgery of women's work in considered as routine. This 
mispercepthin leads to the technologist's blindness to women's tecimology 
needs. . 

The gender diffemces often get overlooked. Rarely technologists 
recongnize that women and men have different interests, skills, consumption 
and production and they use resources differently. These gender differences 
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really demand diverse technology need. The observation from ICRISATwas 
that the achievement ofmen's and women's effective involvement in agriculture 
calls for a more serious consideration ofthe views and perceptions ofmale 
and female members ofthe farming community. User oriented perspectives 
are important feedback for the design and development oftechnology' options. 

The sphere of women's work is more complex and diverse than is 
perceived by technology development professionals. Studies on time utilization 
among women and men in the farming systems alongwith observations on off 
faIm, farm production and their unpaid and underpaid agricultural labour 
contribution can reveal the extent ofcontribution of women towards the 
sustainability ofrural production units. The domestic activities women usually 
perform also contribute to household security. Hence the poor understanding 
and limited recognition ofrural women's multiple roles in production by the 
technologists and the resultant neglect widen the gender divide. 

. An integrated approach should be there to understand the different 
segments ofhousehold production, farm production, home production, off 
farm production and community production and the gender roles involved in 
order to evolve appropriate technologies that can ease, support and benefit 
the rural users, 

J[ \v\VAWlf lfCO) JB~JE JH[A\JP)JP)¥ 
JB~ lUlf J[ CAWNCO)lf JB~ JE JH[A\JP)JP),)Y 

lUNJLJE§§ J[ M[A\JKJE ¥CO)lU JH[A\JP)JP)¥ 
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TRANSFER OF rECHNOLOGYS ON , 

BROADBASED AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION 
Dr. 1. G. Patel 1 and Dr. K. F. Patel 2 

The exitsting T& V based extension services have although played a 
dominant role in increasing production ofcrops in irrigated areas, they have 
had limited relevance to small and marginal fanners particularly W1der rainfed 
conditions. There is a gro\ving realisation that for sustainable agriculture 
development the existing extension services should be broad based so that 
farmers could be advised on all their land and livestock based activities. 

The broad based agriculture extension services would need to take a 
holistic approach in improving the production, productivity and income ofthe 
fanners. This would include: 
1.	 Appreciation offarmer's production capacity in terms oftheir resources, 

technical knowledge and skill. 
2.	 Based on the resource position of farmers, offering them relevant 

technology which will facilitate optin1Um utilisation oftheir resources 
resulting in higher income generation. 

The broad based approach would obviously require enhanced input 
from recear~h system so that improved teclmology to fanners could be offered 
on all their land and livestock based activities. This would also require 
participation ofline departments dealing with horticulture, Agro-forestry, Aninlal 
Husbandry etc. so that there is regular flow of technology through U?ified 
extension services together with specialised support to grassroot level workers. 

The issue ofbroad basing existing extension servic.es was discussed in the 
national seminaron training and visit extension systemearlier. Therewas general 
agreement that the extension services should handle all land based activities but 
the pace and extent ofbroad basing was left to be fInalised by each state govt. in 
accordance with its prevalent agricultmal situations. Action taken reports on the. 
recommendations oflast seminar reveal that gov1. ofAssam decided to include 
Horticulture and Fodder productionand Gujarat for Horticulature, Forestry, Fader 

, 

I. Asstt. Ext. Edu, Office ofADEE (zone), GAU, Anand 
2. Asso. Dir. ofExt. Edn. (zone), GAU, Anand 
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Development and Soil Conservation. There were also responses from Tamil Nadu,
 
Andhra Pradesh and Kamataka without any definite lineofaction. Although there
 
were no resposes from other states, it has com~ to our notice through various
 
reports and visits to the states that amodest beginning to broadbasedthe extension
 
services covering the areas ofhorticulture and agro forestry has beenmade in the
 
states ofRajasthan, Tami! Nadu, Maharashtra and karnataka.
 
Suggested mechanism for broad basing agricultural extension services. 
(1) Additional subjects/Disciplines to be covered 

TIle following are the suggested disciplines for broad basing the extension
 
messages:
 

(i) Agro-forestry 
(ii) Horticulture including vegetable production 
(iii) Animal nutrition and fodder development 
(iv) Soil and water management 
(v) Fisheries 
(vi) PoultIy 
(vii) Agriculture 
(viii)Animal production 
Since it may not be practically feasile to include all the disciplines at a 

time, the broad basing of extesion messages should be done in a phased 
manner in two stages. .;: 

Stage -I : This may include Agro-forestry :Horticure including vegetable 
cultivation, Animal production, amimaI nutrition and fodder production. 

. The operational feasibility and impact of broad based services as 
suggested in the first phase should be evaluated after one year and in case the 
arragements have worked well,furtherbroad basing may be considered in 
the second stage. 

Stage - II : Additional disciplines ofFishe~s, Poultry, Horticulture 
etc. should be added at this stage. 
(2) Broad basing of research support 

The broad basingofextensionmessages would require flow oftechnology 
from research in additional discipline decribes above. This would entail 
involvement ofresource persons from additional disciplines as well as re
orientation ofresearch programmes to give desired technology back-llP to broad 
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based services. In certain disciplines like agio-forestry based cropcombinations, 
required information may not be available in aparticularagriculture university. 
In such cases information would have to be pooled fi'om other sources. 
(3) Broad basing ofmonthly workshops· 

The monthly workshops will have to be re-oriented by inclusion of 
master trainers from additional disciplines and also the subject to agriculture 
department in order to avoid participation ofmaster trainers and specialists 
from all the disciplines every month in routine manner, it would be desirable to 
have a tentative monthly agenda for each workshop prepared in advance, 
every season indicating there in the tentative disciplinewise/cropwise field 
operations for every month. In other words participation in the monthly 
workshops from both research and extension side should be need based. 
(4) Monthly training ofVEWs / AEOs 

In the monthly training offield workers, specialist from all the line 
departments will participate as trainers and coduct training with respect to 
their field ofspecilisation. In the monthly training offield workersalso, the 
participation ofspecialised people from line departments should be need based. 
This would again call for advance planning for monthly training. 
(5) Enhanced responsibility for AEO's and SMSs 

Since the village extension workers undetthe T&VExtension services 
would continue to be the grasaroot.level workers for the broad based extension 
services, given their level ofeducation and modest capacity to absorb and 
communicate the broad based messages to the farmers. AEOs and SMSs will 
have aenhancedrole. In placeofonly holding village extensionworkersaccountable 
for adoption ofbroad based messages, the AEOs and SMSs will work more 
closely withthe farmers and impart ahelping hand to them. The specialists ~wn. 

from all the line departments well haveequal responsibility inthis regard. 
Coordination mechanism for broad based extension services. 

Since broad-based extension services will require active participation 
ofline departments, their whole hearted involvement would be absolutely 
necessary for meaningful implementation ofbroad based services. This would 
call for their involvement at state level for periodic monitoring, policy planning 
and guidance and at district level for effective implementation ofbroad based 
extension services. 
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Best of luc~ to you
 
may this new year bring
 

And happiness surround you
 
.with a golden ring
 

of prospects of bright
 
Heath and pleasure too
 

And .life be full of sunshine
 
And Joy for you.
 

. . 
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